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Leon followed the Shear siblings to the living and saw Benedict waiting.

At the time when Leon successfully produced the alchemical pills, Benefit immediately had an idea of working with him.

Since all the preparation was in place, he decided to invite Leon over for further discussion.

After greeting one another, they all took their seats.

“Leon, about our collaboration on the alchemical pills, I’ve purchased a pharmaceutical firm and I plan to invest 130 million into it.

Cynthia will represent the Shear Family in the collaboration with you. This

company will focus on selling all forms of medication and we will leave the production of high–end alchemical pills to you…”

Benedict said.

The Shear Family ran the biggest supply chain for raw materials needed for medicine in all cities in the area but never launched

their line of products.

Leon was skilled in medicine and knew all forms of medication, which would be proven useful in changing that and broadening

the Shear Family’s influence.

Apart from that, alchemical pills focused on a limited market and with Leon working on his own, he would not be able to provide

an infinite amount of supply. Hence, Benedict decided to produce and sell ordinary medication, while the alchemical pills Leon

produced could be used for marketing to increase the company’s fame.

The better the alchemical pills worked, the more famous the company would become and in turn maximize the profit of the

operation.

“That’s a great idea!” Leon’s eyes lit up as he was impressed by how sharp Benedict was.

Leon had memories of countless long–lost recipes for alchemical pills and paired with his skills in medicine, even ordinary

medication could be more effective than others.

It was a leading advantage that, if utilized properly, would allow the company to prosper.

“As for the company share, you’ll have sixty percent of it and Cynthia will have forty percent. Is that okay with you?” Benedict

asked with a smile.

“Sixty percent? That’s so much!” Leon gaped.

Benedict intended on investing 130 million and without doing anything, Leon gave given sixty percent of the share, which was

equivalent to owning close to 80 million. It was such an enormous amount of money that he could hardly remain composed.

“It’s not that much. You’re bringing in a professional point of view and it’s only natural that you get the majority,” Benedict said.

With the possession of sixty percent of the company share, it would mean that Leon had the power to steer the operation to

whatever direction he saw fit.

Benedict was willing to offer him the power because the professional expertise Leon held was essential to the company’s

development, and at the same time, Benedict also wished to repay the debt they owed Leon.

“But…”

”

Leon wanted to refuse, but Benedict interrupted him. “There are no buts! Leon, you should overlook the details and just accept

it!” Benedict said decisively.

“Um… Okay.” Leon knew that benedict meant well and agreed after a brief moment of hesitation.

Apart from the savings he had in his bank account, Leon knew that he had nothing and if he wished to become more powerful,

he would need a business to run.

To repay Benedict’s trust in him, he was determined to focus on producing alchemical pills for the company per Benedict’s

expectation.

“Elder Shear, I have a request, though. I’m currently working as the secretary for the president of Elegante Group. Miss Young

has done me a favor in the past and I don’t want to quit that job so soon.”
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